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Bridget Ford. Bonds of Union: Religion, Race, and Politics in a Civil War
Borderland. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2016. Pp. 383.
Cloth, $45.00.
Bridget Ford, in Bonds of Union: Religion, Race, and Politics in a Civil War
Borderland, provides a fresh and well-researched study of the experiences of
individuals and communities in Louisville, Kentucky, and Cincinnati, Ohio, both white
and black as well as northem and southem, before and during the American Civil War.
Specifically, Ford exarnines how these disparate borderland peoples built alliances in
a culturally and politically turbulent region in order to advance racial harmony. As the
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title of the book suggests, Ford examines these "bonds of union" through three
historical lenses: religion, race, and politics. In this context, northern, southern,
Catholic, Protestant, black, and white Americans on both sides of the Ohio River
overcame their differences and found a common interest in religious devotion, class
standing, and providing medical aid to wounded soldiers.
In her section on religion, Ford examines how in the light of the Catholic and
Protestant competition for souls, devotional poetry reflected one's personal religious
convictions but at the same time revealed a common understanding of religion as a
bond of union between all people and God. Relatively few historians have wanted to
comb through the immense number ofreligious poems of this era, while other scholars
have devaluated the use of poetry as a historical source. Ford, however, moves beyond
the conventional focus on sources such as newspaper articles, diaries, letters, and public
records in a quest to construct a richer history. As the Civil War approached, this new
religious literature also fostered unlikely and often underappreciated bonds ofunion in
a world of suffering and loss.
In a provocative section on race, Ford explains how white and black
Cincinnatians and Louisvillians came to depend on one another. To be sure, these two
cities were epicenters of commercial success. In this burgeoning economy, rising
middle class men and women required a multitude of personal services in order to
establish and maintain their class standing. Blacks often provided housework,
dressmaking, barbering, and hairdressing, and, in turn, these successful black
businessmen who helped to maintain white appearances used their clients' professional
and political ties to obtain legal protection of their property and civil rights. In many
instances, this mutual dependence nurtured a heart-felt union between whites and
blacks. A large number of middle-class and elite whites in both Cincinnati and Ohio
withdrew their support of colonization as unfair to blacks in the region who had built
homes, schools, and churches.
In her last section, Ford argues that as Cincinnati and Louisville became
commercial centers for the entire Ohio and Mississippi River Valleys, the process of
commerce diluted their regional differences. Louisville especially prided itselfin being
an intermediary between North and South. This economic bond of union between the
two cities tended to tamp down disunion rhetoric and, in fact, helped to create the Free
Soil and Republican parties in this region. Lastly, when war finally came to the Ohio
River Valley, residents in both Cincinnati and Louisville began to form new bonds of
union through the shared experience of suffering and loss. Through relief work in
hospitals and on the field, citizens put aside their regional differences in regard to
religion, slavery, and politics in order to show their loyalty to wounded and dying
soldiers.
Bonds of Union certainly has an important place within pre-Civil War ideology
and geography of the Ohio River Valley's historiography. Many scholars over the past
twenty years have argued the violence along the Kentucky/Ohio border was a critical
forerunner of the Civil War. Similar to Ford, Matthew Salafia's book, Slavery's
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Borderland: Freedom and Bondage Along the Ohio River (2013) explores the
economic ties between Kentucky and Ohio that tempered disunion instead. Ford goes
one step further, however, and adds religion, race, and politics as important bonds of
union.
Given its ambitious nature and breadth of historical lenses (religion, race, and
politics), Bonds of Union as a whole might not be suitable för an entry-level U.S.
history course. Given the time constraints in most U.S. history survey courses, teachers
might, however, find the work to be a great resource ifthey assign one ofthe three parts
individually. While survey courses might benefit from any ofthe three sections as they
can certainly stand on their own, instructors in upper-level and graduate courses on the
Civil War could easily rely on the entire book för a valuable reading assignment.
In today's political environment where the county's sense ofunion seems to be
so fragile, Ford's book reminds us that this sense of a fractured society is nothing new.
If the diverse postbellum people of Cincinnati and Louisville, faced with tremendous
religious, racial, and political divisions, were able to preserve the Union and make
landmark social changes, there is certainly reason för optimism as we continue to face
the challenges of our contemporary society.
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